
Design and Technology Long Term Plan 2020-2021 

 Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 

Year 1   Construction-  

Focus on structures. Building a house  

(Linked to history topic on the Great Fire of 

London) 

  

Year 2   Mechanisms- 

Moving vehicles- 

Focus on wheels and axels.  

Build a moving toy car.  

 (Linked to Transport History topic) 

  

Year 3     Construction-  

Structures focusing on more complex ways to 
strengthen, stiffen, and reinforce a product.  
Build a container/box for Archaeologist to use. 
(History Topic Prehistoric Britain) 

Year 4   Textiles-  

Focus on sewing. A purse for Egyptians or a 

slipper linked to the Egyptian Cinderella  

(History Topic Ancient Egypt) 

  

Year 5    Mechanical systems- 

(Gears, pulleys, cam levers and linkages) 

Create a toy with moving parts for reception 

children 

(Linked to science Topic on Forces) 

  

Year 6  Electrical systems- 

Create a game using 

switches bulbs and 

buzzers 

(Linked to Science 

Topic on Electricity) 

     



Whole School 

Cooking 

Creative 

weeks  

Cutting and knife skills 

EYFS- Cut soft fodos safely. (Make 

a fruit ice-lolly)  
Yr1- Use bridge hold to cut soft 

foods. (Make a fruit salad.) 

Yr2- Use bridge hold to cut harder 

foods. (Make a vegetable salad.) 

Yr3- Use claw and bridge hold to cut 

foods. (Make a sandwich.)  

Yr4- Use claw and bridge hold to cut 

foods. (Make a sandwich.) 

Y5- Use all the holds to cut food and 

grate foods. (Make a pizza). 

Yr6- Use all the holds to cut food 

and grate foods. (Make a pizza). 
 

 Mixing and moulding 

EYFS- Mix and combine ingredients. 

(To make cupcakes).  

Yr1- Mix, stir and combine liquid and dry 

ingredients. With help use a knife for 

spreading. (To make a cake)  

Yr2- Mix, stir and combine liquid and 

dry ingredients. With help use a knife 

for spreading. . (To make a cake) 

Yr3- Mix, stir and combine wet and dry 

ingredients. Crack an egg and beat. Use 

a rolling pin to roll out dough. (To make 

biscuits) 

Yr4- Mix, stir and combine wet and dry 

ingredients. Crack an egg and beat. Use 

a rolling pin to roll out dough. (To make 

biscuits) 

Yr5- Use hand blender to puree 

ingredients. Whisk with an electric 

whisk. (To make a cheese cake) 

Yr6- Use hand blender to puree 

ingredients. Whisk with an electric 

whisk. (To make a cheese cake) 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Year 1- Construction focusing on structures. Children to create a house during Great Fire of London topic 

or Homes topic. 

Year 2- Moving vehicles focusing on wheels and axels. Children are to create a car during What was life 

like 100 years ago topic. 

Year 3- Construction focusing on packaging. Children to create a package for an Archaeologist to hold 

rocks or tools during Romans topic.  

Year 4- Textiles focusing on sewing. Children to create a purse with an Egyptian design during Egyptians 

topic.   

Year 5- Construction focusing on cams and wheels. Children to create a moving toy for children in 

Reception or Pre-School.  

Year 6- Electrical systems focusing on bulbs and buzzers. Children to a game for children in Reception/ 

Year 1 during science topic, Electricity.   


